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Winter Boat Parade 
Character Personality 

 

Directions: Read the following passage from 185 To Go, a humorous book about school life. Tonight is the 

             town’s festive boat parade by the pier. 

 
 

 When the sun goes down and twilight takes center stage, the annual Sandport Winter 

Boat Parade arrives just offshore, south of the pier. It is a great event, with families 

camping-out much of the afternoon for prime amphitheater seating. Holiday music carols 

over the Main Street speakers by Bush & Bush Hardware: “Home of the Rhinestone 

Hammer!”  

 It was quite cold at this year’s parade. Living by the ocean usually means mild year-round temperatures – 

never too hot or too cold. In this part of California, it is called a Mediterranean climate. However, a few weeks 

each year, cold air arrives from Alaska – like tonight. 

 No one seemed prepared for the chilly evening, and it was becoming downright uncomfortable. Seeing the 

amphitheater crowd on the verge of leaving to watch from the warmth of their cars, Mrs. Harding ran back to her 

gift shop, She Sells Seashells: “Home of the World’s Smallest Big Shrimp!” and returned with just what the crowd 

needed: big, bright-yellow foam fingers, showing the #1 sign. 

 They were a huge hit. If the insulated foam did not keep your hands warm, then the energy from thumping 

and poking your neighbor with “Sandport is #1” surely would. They were selling faster than candy after a dental 

cleaning! Mrs. Harding sold out in moments and was last seen watching the boat parade from the warmth of her 

car.  

 Each year the parade starts precisely at 6:00, when harbormaster Mr. Hoover launches a signal flare into 

the night sky. Instantly, the sea comes alive with 20 to 30 boats of all sizes, lighting up their hulls, masts, and 

rigging. This year the crowd was going crazy, all waving their #1 fingers to the boats. This was definitely a 

“number one” boat parade. Boat owners were not sure what was happening on shore, but they were all jolly, 

blinking their lights and sounding air horns. Needless to say, fish and sea lions dove deep for the evening.  

 Tonight’s parade officially ended at 7:00, when Don Davis of Don Davis Used Cars and RV’s veered off 

the parade circuit and drove his boat onto shore, right up the dunes. Mr. Davis owns a boat-car combination. It is 

nicknamed “duck,” because it travels on both land and water – like a duck. They were invented during World War 

II to get American troops quickly on shore and out of harm’s way. 

 Mr. Davis stopped in front of the amphitheater, repeatedly revving the 6-cylinder, 94 horsepower engine, 

much to the crowd’s delight. He stood tall and called out over a megaphone, waving his right arm: “Come on 

troopers, back to Don Davis Used Cars and RV’s for hot chocolate and cookies… as well as low, low 3.9% 

financing on all cars with holiday colors!” I guess Mr. Davis technically has the spirit of the season. 
 

Questions: 

1. Describe conditions and events at the annual boat parade. (≥3 sentences) It was a cold night due to unusual 

Alaskan air. A large crowd has gathered in the beach amphitheater. The boats are festively decorated. 

2. Explain the metaphor: “They were selling faster than candy after a dental cleaning.” (1 sentence) It means people 

may have a craving for junk food, like candy, immediately after a teeth cleaning. 

3. Explain in context: “Needless to say, fish and sea lions and dove deep for the evening.”  (1 sentence) The noisy, 

large crowd, along with many lighted boats was too much for the local wildlife. 

4. How is Mrs. Harding’s motivation similar to Don Davis’? (1 sentence) Both see an opportunity to sell their products. 

5. Based on the few sentences, how do you envision Don Davis’ personality? (≥3 sentences) Don seems to be a 

festive person who is a bit showy. He likes having fun in his duck and enjoys the crowd. Don knows a business 

opportunity when he sees one.  

6. What is the author’s purpose of this passage? (1 sentence, use “because”) The passage purpose is for 

entertainment, because it shows how one town celebrates the holidays. 
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